


MINIMAX
The smallest juicer

MINIMATIC
Small juicer with automatic feeder

15
fruits/

minute

65 - 80 mm
2,56 - 3,15 ”

 diameter

15
fruits/

minute

65 - 80 mm
2,56 - 3,15 ”

 diameter



BASIC
Compact with manual feeder

BIGBASIC
Small juicer with automatic feeder

28
fruits/

minute

65 - 80 mm
2,56 - 3,15 ”

 diameter

28
fruits/

minute

75 - 90 mm
3 - 3,5 ”

 diameter



TOP
Fast with automatic feeder

FASTTOP
The fastest juicer

28
fruits/

minute

65 - 80 mm
2,56 - 3,15 ”

 diameter

45
fruits/

minute

65 - 80 mm
2,56 - 3,15 ”

 diameter



BIGTOP
Fast and powerful for large fruits

28
fruits/

minute

75 - 90 mm
3 - 3,5 ”

 diameter



OPTIONS
Stainless Steel Self-Tap
A robust, easy-to-use, stainless steel self-service tap. Especially designed to work in 
self-service mode in places of high consumption. Easy and intuitive to use, by simply opening 
the tap, the machine starts the squeezing process. The tap allows filling in continuous or 
discontinuous mode.

Self-Cleaning System
This option provides a single or double flushing system which cleans quickly the juicing area, 
saving both time and labour cost.

Pulp-Out Filter & Stainless Steel Self-Tap
This option has been specially designed for self-service mode with high consumption. 
The Pulp-Out filter allows you to swipe seeds and pulp directly into the waste bin, by just 
sliding the Pulp-Out sweeper to the side. In a second the filter is clean. 

Automatic Double Action Filter & Stainless Steel Self-Tap
New filtering system which transports automatically seeds and pulp into the waste bin to 
obtain juice of the highest quality. Specially designed for self-service with high consumption.

Juice level detector
System to have always a fixed amount of juice in the tank. When opening the tap, the 
machine automatically starts squeezing to fill the tank up to the level of the detector.

Squeezing kits S & M
Easily interchangeable kits that allow smaller calibres to be squeezed.
Kit S: 45-60 mm  /  1,77-2,36 ”
Kit M: 65-80 mm / 2,55-3,14 ” 

Bottle stand
Available in two different versions: With an independent vertical structure and with the 
structure anchored to the furniture.

Bottle holder
Accessory designed to adapt to the Stainless Steel Self-Tap and allow the filling of bottles 
without having to hold them.

Water Pump system
The perfect solution for those users who wish to have the Self-Cleaning system but who lack 
a water intake close to the location of the juicer.



STANDS & COUNTERTOPS
Mini
Stand
For moderate 
consumption.

Mini 
Countertop
To raise the 
juicer up to 
13 cm/ 
5,11 Lbs.

BT 
Countertop
To raise the 
juicer up to 
13 cm/ 
5,11 Lbs.

BT P-Out
Countertop
To raise the 
juicer up to 
13 cm/ 
5,11 Lbs 

Service
Stand

Service
F-Auto
Stand

Service
P-Out
StandFor high 

consumption 
in self-service 
mode.

With 
Automatic 
Filter to 
eliminate 
impurities 
automatically
.

Dispenser
Stand
To always 
have freshly 
squeezed 
juice.

Frigo
Stand
With a 
cooling tank 
to obtain 
juice at the 
desired 
temperature.

With built-in 
Pulp-Out 
Filter to easily 
remove 
impurities.

M
inim

atic
Top - FastTop - BigTop

 Basic - BigBasic 
Top - FastTop - BigTop


